
CISC103 Homework 1: 
Note: If you are following this in class, Part B (below) pertains to the first week of class. 

You will be turning in 2 separate files: one html template (with the very basic html tags) that validates, 

and a second html file, made from a copy of the template, in which you implement 7-13.  Both web 

pages should be uploaded to the server (as per lab on Friday), and the urls of each submitted on Sakai.   

HTML Template: 
1. Create an html template.  Make sure it validates using the w3c validator.   

HTML Web Page: 

1. From the template, create a second web page 

2. Inside the head section of the web page,  add a title (To make the TA’s life easier, go with your 

name and Homework 1) 

3. Include at least 2 different types of headers 

4. Include a paragraph.   

5. In that second web page, include an unordered list of at least 3 places you want to and/or would 

love to visit  

6. Now, within that list, choose one of the places and create a sub list of places within that place 

you’d love to visit.  For example, if you picked Italy, you might make a sublist that might include 

Florence, Rome, and Venice.  Your List should look something like this: 

 France 

 Italy 

 Florence 

 Rome 

 Venice 

 Australia 

Web Page Part B: 

7. Create a header for “Internet Questions” (maybe an h2) 

8. Underneath the header, create an ordered list. 

9. For each list item in the ordered list, answer the following questions: 

a.  What is your TA’s name and email address? 

b. Briefly (in two sentences or less) what is the difference between TCP/IP and HTTP? 

c. Define the term: URL 

d. Briefly describe the client-server model. 

e. What two things does the browser do? 

Make sure the second html page validates!!! 

Turn in the template html page and the second html page as well via sakai 


